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Suppression of charge equilibration leading to the synthesis of exotic nuclei

Mechanism of charge equilibration and beyond  



Introduction
➲ Why“charge equilibration”?

➲ Proposed  mechanism of charge equilibration

➲ Upper Limit Formula

➲ TDHF for the Upper Limit

➲ Experiment for the Upper Limit

➲ Prediction of exotic/super-heavy nuclear synthesis 

➲ Summary
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typical

Why charge equilibration ?

Charge equilibration hinders the exotic nuclear synthesis.

Charge equilibration is a necessary condition for fusion.

Eur. Phys. J. W. 2 (2010) 13002.

Dynamics of charge equilibration (3-dimensional TDHF):

  E
lab

/A = 18MeV

  b = 5 fm

Colored regions show the distribution Colored regions show the distribution 
of charge (relatively proton-rich part)of charge (relatively proton-rich part)

Charge equilibration takes place acompanying with the dipole oscillation !

24Mg

24O



Why charge equilibration ?
➲ Charge equilibration governs the sysnthesis of exotic nuclei:

 
 Disappearance of charge equilibration is necesary to
 the sysnthesis of exotic nuclei the sysnthesis of exotic nuclei 

➲ Charge equilibration is crucial to the fusion process, 
 as well as fusion-fission, quasi-fission ...
 Indeed, fusion must not be achieved without having charge equilibrium.
 
 Appearance of charge equilibration is ideal to 
  the synthesis of super-heavy nucleithe synthesis of super-heavy nuclei

How to switch-off charge equilibration ?

Can we control the fusion/fragmentation (moreover fusion-fission) ? 



Why charge equilibration ?

➲Both appearance and disappearance of charge equilibration are important 
issues to go further into the existence-limit of nulei. However, it has been a 
well-known open problem for 30 years.

➲As far as collective motions are concerned, its relation to the dipole oscillation
has been pointed out (Simenel et. al. PRL86(2001), PRC76(2007)).

What is the mechanism of charge equilibration ? 

A standing problem for 30 yearsA standing problem for 30 years

Here we propose a solution to this problem. 

                      - Many articles in 70's and 80's deal with this problem -- Many articles in 70's and 80's deal with this problem -
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We propose
 “the mechanism of fast charge equilibration”
The regime of individual singleparticle motion spreads out spreads out 
following the lowering of the potential barrier between 
the two nuclei after the touching. 

_ Because this spreading occurs as a consequence of 
unblocked single-particle motion, the process can be very 
fast; a particle travels into the other side within 10-22 s, 
which roughly corresponds to the Fermi energy of normal 
nuclear matter.Therefore, protons and neutrons from 
both nuclei, particularly those near the Fermi levels, are 
mixed within a short time after the touching.

_ Because this spreading needs a certain time, it does not 
lead to charge equilibration in the initial stage if the 
relative velocity of the colliding nuclei is too high. 



Fast charge equilbration conjecture

Consequently, 
this equilibration mechanism is formulated as

 　 the upper energy limit formula for charge equlilbration:

Charge equilibration appears, if energy is lower



SystematicTDHF calculations for the Upper Limit

➲ Nuclear matter

Collins and Griffin, Nucl. Phys A (1980)

zero-temperature
      Mean free path of the nuclear matter

ex) radius of 238U
1.2 * 2381/3 = 7,4 fm



Intuitive evidence from TDHF
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Contact time               0.75*10-22s later
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Relative velocity = 0.05 c Relative velocity = 0.025 c 

1616O + O + 1616OO

Contact time               0.75*10-22s later

Two collisions with different bombarding energies, 
where the time evolutions of the total densities are shown..

For both cases the states finally evolve into Fusion.

Next, in order to see the role of neutron with the Fermi velocity
let us pick out the neutron-density of one side.



Intuitive evidence from TDHF
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       Neutrons originally belongs to the right hand
side

Incrementation is taken to be smaller for the better sight

Relative velocity = 0.05 c Relative velocity = 0.025 c 

6 fm / 0.75*10-22s =  0.27 c
Contribution of the nucleons with the fermi velocity is implied
It is reasonable, because the fastest propergation speed in nuclei might be fermi velocity

Rather independet of
 the relative velocity

1616O + O + 1616OO

Contact time               0.75*10-22s later Contact time               0.75*10-22s later



Intuitive evidence from TDHF
208208Pb + Pb + 2424MgMg Calculated by J. A. Maruhn

350 MeV
8.8 fm



➲Charge equilbration calculated by TDHF

In order to compare to experiments,
TDHF calculations are summed-up weighted by the geometric cross section

SystematicTDHF calculations for the Upper Limit

Iw. Iw. et. alet. al., Phys.Rev. Lett., accepted.., Phys.Rev. Lett., accepted.

208Pb+132Sn



➲Comparison between the formula and TDHF calclations

SystematicTDHF calculations for the Upper Limit

Iw. Iw. et. alet. al., Phys.Rev. Lett., accepted.., Phys.Rev. Lett., accepted.



Experiments for thr Upper Limit
Agree with Experiments, for example, 
  Appearance of charge equilibration:

_ 40Ar + 58Ni at E
lab

/A=7.0 MeV, 

_ 56Fe + 165Ho (209Bi) at E
lab

/A= 8.3 MeV. 

  (Recently) at MSU
_124,112Sn + 124,112Sn at E

lab
/A= 35 and 50 MeV

  Disappearance of charge equilibration: 
_ 112Sn + 124Sn at E

lab
/A=50 MeV . 

It is remarkable that the final fragments are not so
close to charge equilibrium even when the energy is set to
E

lab
/A=35 MeV. This experimental result is understood

now, because the upper limit of charge equilibration is
calculated to be E

lab
/A=27.6 MeV from Eq. (1).

B. Tsang, private 
communication



Experiments for thr Upper Limit
➲ Experimental results

Indeed, the yield of exotic fragments was increased simply by putting the beam 
energy higher than the present upper-limit.



Fast charge equilibration conjecture
➲The conjecture of the fast charge equilibrationThe conjecture of the fast charge equilibration has been confirmed.

Independent of the direction of the collision (impact parameter), 
the equilibating wave propergates around the Fermi velocity

Mechanism:
The regime of individual single 
particle motion spreads out 
following the lowering of the 
potential barrier between the
two nuclei after the touching. 

In the charge equilibration, protons
 and neutrons from both nuclei, 
particularly those near the Fermi
 levels, are mixed within a short time
 after the touching.



➲ Isovector monopole oscillation play
 a role in the charge equilibration, 
for heavy nuclear collision.  

➲ Only isovector dipole oscillation has
been known for the role of collective
 flow on the charge equilibration

➲ As a result, the radial flow contributes,
 where we should refer to the elliptic 
flow in high energy
  _  

Impact on super heavy synthesis 

Iw. et. al., Phys.Rev. Lett., accepted.Iw. et. al., Phys.Rev. Lett., accepted.



Light

Medium

Heavy
   Mass of colliding nucleus

Fusion

+ Fusion-fission 
with solid compound nucleus 
 

+ Quasi-fission

Ingredient of charge equilibration
208Pb+16O

Impact on super heavy synthesis

208Pb+40Ca

208Pb+208U

Iw. Iw. et. alet. al., Eur. Phys. J. A. (2009)., Eur. Phys. J. A. (2009)



Impact on exotic nuclear synthesis 

➲Exotic nuclei are synthesized even in
this reaction (beteen β-stable nuclei).
.

➲ This kind of nuclear synthesis is possible,
merely by the putting the energy higher 
than the upper-limit.

  Fusion 
           – lower energies

  Exotic Fragmentation of Exotic Nuclei
          - higher energies

208Pb+40Ca

Iw. Iw. et. al.,et. al., Phys.Rev. Lett., accepted. Phys.Rev. Lett., accepted.

3.0MeV

4.0MeV

Upper Energy =  3.7 MeV



➲ P-N-P structure

E
CE

 = 7.0 MeV

Although there exists a large
 Coulomb excitation and the 
resulting charge localization
at the contact time, our 
research suggests that it does
 not have an essential influence
 on the final charge distribution.

chage equilibration appearschage equilibration appears
  similarly to the heavy nuclearsimilarly to the heavy nuclear
  reactions reactions トラインの挿入

Impact on exotic nuclear synthesis 

P

P

Iw. Iw. et. al.,et. al., Eur. Phys. J. A. (2009) Eur. Phys. J. A. (2009)



 Present/future studies in Charge equlibration
- equilibration and more -

         :The unified description of nucleon transfer in the lower energies         :The unified description of nucleon transfer in the lower energies

➲ The existence of the upper limit enegy in Charge Equilibration implies
 that charge equilibrated final fragments are favored in the lower 
 enegies.

➲ There shoud be a strong restriction to dynamics (equilibration=number of 
transferred nucleons), if we have the lower enegies (where the charge 
equilibrium is achieved).

➲ Nucleon transfer at lower energies can be “completely”classified into 6 
types in a geometric manner.

➲ It explains why the enhancement of neutron transfer is frequentlyobserved
 in the experiments including the neutron-rich nuclei.

➲ It explains why the proton-richness does not necessarily result in the 
enhancement of proton transfer.

➲ Neurton/proton richness does not play a role in the number of transferred
 nucleons.

Iwata et. al, Nucl. Phys. A (2010)



➲ We have established a method of obtaining Nuclear Potential from 
time-dependent calculation

_ we can obtain the nuclear potential momentum-dependently.

_ our method is less phenomenological; we do not need to
 change/add parameters one reaction to another.

_ our approach is diabatic, which might be rather interesting to
compare to the preceding adiabatic-like potential obtained by TDHF
(Umar-Oberacker) 

_ our approach is somewhat mathematical all the potential is
 described by the 3rd order spline-interpolated functions, which will
 be advantageous in the future “further”research

_ potential reseach (parametrization business) will meet the collision 
dynamics before long. 

 Present/future studies in Charge equlibration
- equilibration and more -

 Iwata-Feldmeier,  in preparation



Summary
➲Appearance of charge equilbration governs the fusion
_ Super heavy Synthesis  ... radial flow

➲Absence of charge equilibration  makes the N/Z ratio free 
_ Exotic nuclear synthesis  ... even by beta-stable collisions

➲Mechanism of charge equilibration is presented, where nucleons 
with the Fermi velocity play a crucial role.

➲Charge equilbration will be studied in a sophisticated mannerCharge equilbration will be studied in a sophisticated manner
  _ nuclear potential and collision dynamics  _ nuclear potential and collision dynamics  
  _ going Beyond the Time-Dependent Mean-Field Theory_ going Beyond the Time-Dependent Mean-Field Theory
                
                                    (Iwata-Feldmeir, in preparation)(Iwata-Feldmeir, in preparation)

The upper energy-limit of charge equilibration has a crucial impact on the nuclear synthesis, giving a sound The upper energy-limit of charge equilibration has a crucial impact on the nuclear synthesis, giving a sound 
motivation for the production of further exotic isotopes by the latest and the future RI-beam facilities.motivation for the production of further exotic isotopes by the latest and the future RI-beam facilities.
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